Webster School
SAFE SCHOOL GUIDELINES
Expectations
As a SAFE SCHOOL, we at Webster are committed to a maintaining a caring community for
learning in a safe environment. Therefore, we will adhere to the following guidelines:
1. We will be respectful of differences of all types - physical, mental, emotional, social, and
spiritual. We will choose our words and actions to make sure that we do not hurt others. We will
work to keep our school free of verbal and non-verbal put-downs, with regard to the following:
 cultural, ethnic and/or racial background
 appearance/body image/mannerisms
 family background and composition
 religion/belief systems
 languages
 academic progress
 age
 athletic ability
 friendships
 learning styles
 physical challenges
2. We will use school-appropriate language
3. We will not tolerate physical abuse, taunts, or threats
4. As a Safe School, we will accept responsibility for our words and actions

without excuses.

Conflict Resolution
1. When incidents occur involving behavior that does not conform to this policy, there will be
appropriate consequences and opportunities for students to resolve their conflicts with one another
and learn from their experiences.
2. These may include, but are not limited to:
A. Meetings with the students and teacher(s), parents(s), and/or principal
B. Verbal and/or written apologies where appropriate
C. Agreements regarding future conduct
D. Restriction from recess, field trips, and/or other special events and activities
E. School service assigned during and/or after school
F. Progressive discipline for subsequent offenses
G. Suspension in accordance with State law and School District policy

Support For Student(s) Who Are The Object Of
A Violation Of This Policy
All Webster staff members will respond to every complaint by a student or parent that there has
been conduct directed at a student that constitutes a violation of this policy. This response will
include, but is not limited to:
A. An opportunity for the student to describe the incident to his/her teacher and/or the
principal
B. An opportunity for all of the students involved to discuss the incident together with one
or more teachers and/or the principal
C. Contact with the parents of all students involved in the incident
D. Counseling if appropriate
E. A clear statement to all concerned that similar incidents will not be tolerated in the future
F. Discussions with one or more classrooms if the principal deems it necessary

September 22, 2005
Dear Parents:
Attached is a new policy that was developed by our Diversity Committee last year and is now in
effect for the 2005-06 school year. These “Safe School Guidelines” describe the kind of
environment that we feel is essential to insure the emotional and physical safety of every student
at Webster.
Please discuss the meaning and intent of these guidelines with your child in the manner that you
believe will be the most effective and age-appropriate for your child(ren). Each student and
parent is required to sign the tear-off below, which then must be returned to school. I greatly
appreciate your support of our efforts in this area, and, of course, your input is always welcome.
Thank you!
Sincerely
Phil Cott
Principal

------------Name of Student: ______________ Rm. #: __
We have read and discussed the “Safe School Guidelines”.
_______________ _______________ _______
Student Signature Parent Signature Date

